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beautifully crafted steel frame
complemented the craftsmanship
of the Moots components. For
our machine we chose a 100mm, 6-degree stem, 25-inch wide
handlebars and a 27.2 seat post.
Installation was straightforward
and hassle-free, although the
straight-gauge handlebar requires
a set of shims to accommodate
the 31.8-mm handlebar clamp

MOOTS COMPONENTS
For over twenty years, Moots has been building some of the
nicest titanium frames and components available. And while
most of the world has embraced aluminum or carbon, Moots
continued to quietly build titanium components without much
fanfare or the same recognition garnered by their frames.
The Moots Open Trail stem is
a work of art that needs to be
held and closely examined to
truly appreciate the quality and
craftsmanship that went into its
construction. It is crafted from
3/2.5 U.S. seamless titanium and
is available in +/- 6 degrees or
custom angles. It is also available
in six stock lengths, again with
custom options available. The 31.8mm diameter handlebar clamp is
comprised of a machined titanium
back plate and machined alloy
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faceplate. The alloy faceplate is
available in four colors; blue, red,
silver and black. On the other end
of the extension is a 1.125-inch
steerer tube clamp with a smooth
dual-bolt binder. The most striking
aspect of the Open Trail stem is the
flawless finish and weld quality.
Anyone that has ever picked up
a torch can sit and marvel at the
clean, even welds for hours on end.
The Moots titanium handlebar
is a simple affair. Constructed of
3/2.5 U.S. seamless titanium nontapered tubing,
it requires a
shim to fit
the stem’s
31.8-stem
clamp.
The
bars are
available
in four
lengths: 22,

23, 24, and 25 inches, with two
sweep angles of 5 and 8 degrees.
The Moots Cinch seat post matches
the Open Trail’s craftsmanship and
is constructed with a 3/2.5 U.S.
seamless titanium shaft welded to
a titanium head. The head uses two
outer plates to hold the saddle’s
fore/aft position, while a third
internal 5-mm bolt adjusts tilt. This
dual adjustment lets one to adjust
without affecting the other. The
Cinch is available in straight and
layback versions in either 27.2 or
30.9 diameters. Intended for both
road and cross-country machines,
the Cinch is available in three
different lengths: 280 mm, 340
mm and 380 mm. Like the Open
Trail stem, it comes with blue, red,
silver and black accent pieces.

Ride

We mounted our Moots cockpit
to a Retrotec Twin 29er as the

diameter of the stem. The
head of the Cinch seat post is
one the best designs on the market,
making it easy to mount and
adjust the saddle’s position. Once
set, the saddle stayed in place.
On the bike and out on the trail, the
Open Trail stem provides a solid
connection between the handlebar
and frame. There is no noticeable
flex, yet the stem noticeably quiets
micro-vibrations transmitted up
through the steerer tube. The
handlebar and stem clamps hold
the bars and steer tube tight
and we never experienced any
slipping. The dual binder nicely

hides the clamp bolts and prevents
the rider’s knees from getting
caught when climbing out of the
saddle on steep pitches. Despite
equipping our machine with the
widest 25-inch handlebar, it is still
a bit narrow when contrasted to
the wider bars found on a lot of
trail bikes. Compared to carbon
or alloy bars they provide a bit of
give. Not enough to affect steering
performance, but larger, stronger
riders will notice the increased flex
during out-ofthe-saddle
efforts. The
handlebars
would
be a great
addition to
a bike with a rigid fork for a
bit of extra shock absorption
The Moots Cinch seat post is a
dream come true for hard tail
riders. It not only livens up the feel
of the bike, but also provides a high
degree of dampening—especially
in the smaller 27.2-diameter size.
It provides a solid connection to
the bike, yet does an incredible
job of absorbing trail shock and
small impacts that are transmitted
through the frame. There are
plenty of carbon posts on the
market that will take the edge
off, but the Moots Cinch does it

in a manner that retains the feel
of the frame. If one is looking to
breathe a bit of life into a dead
feeling carbon racer, the Moots
Cinch is option worth exploring.

The Rider

A Moots cockpit is aimed squarely
at the cross-country rider that has
affection for the feel of titanium.
A rider choosing a Moots cockpit
understands that ride quality
can’t be measured in grams.
They understand that titanium
has properties that are hard to
quantify, though once experienced
are impossible to ignore. The stem
and handlebar are best mated to a
cross-country hard tail or 100-mm
full-suspension rigs, while the seat
post is ideal for any rider looking
to add some liveliness and increase
ride quality. All three come with
a superb finish that shows off the
flawless craftsmanship of Moots. S

BOTTOM LINE
PRICE: $395 (Open Trail stem);
$340 (Cinch seat post);
$155 (handlebar)
SIZE TESTED: 100-mm, 6-degree
stem, 25-inch-wide handlebars,
27.2 seat post
More: moots.com

